
Words&Pictures are supporting Rolls-Royce 
Holdings (jet engines) to develop and implement 
communications and training that support a 
revised global ethics policy and training. 

Following on from an SFO investigation into 
trading practices in some of their markets,  
Rolls-Royce appointed Lord Gold to look into their 
operations and provide recommendations.  
Rolls-Royce commissioned us to help them 
develop the messages and tools to embed Lord 
Gold’s recommendations into their culture.

Words&Pictures have developed a series of 
communications for Rolls-Royce’s global business 

(all materials are translated into between 4 and 
22 languages) to educate colleagues on ethical 
practices. This includes films from divisional heads 
to support activity during Ethics Week, and a global 
ethics training film and manager guide, with an 
infographic which includes key messages along 
the ethical working journey.

Communicating clearly and in a way that 
engages colleagues across the business is a 
key challenge. We need to show how everyone, 
no matter their role, has a part to play, and a 
responsibility, to act ethically. The perception that 
selling ethically is an issue just for client facing 

colleagues had to be challenged. We created 
scenarios which are relevant to all, such as  
short-cutting quality control to deliver orders  
more quickly. 

The ethics campaign is an ongoing conversation. 
Colleagues have received the first phase of their 
communications, but this is more than a need to 
educate. It is a drive to enhance their ethical culture 
and so the message continues. Words&Pictures 
are proud to support Rolls-Royce with this global 
ethics campaign.  
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ROLLS-ROYCE HOLDINGS ETHICS CAMPAIGN

MATERIALS INCLUDE:

Part of our  
Portfolio information pack

- Five ethics leadership films
- Ethics infographic
- Ethics training animation
- Global manager guide 
All materials are translated into 
between 4 and 22 languages for  
global  use.
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Infographic of the Rolls-Royce ethical working journey

Doing the right 
thing – if something 
doesn’t feel right, it 
probably isn’t.

WIN RIGHT

Using our 
judgement 

based on the 
principles in our 

Global Code of 
Conduct. 

?
Considering the 
consequences 
of our actions 
and trusting 
each other. 

...a Local Ethics Adviser. ...the Ethics Line.

...a Subject Matter Expert....a Line Manager.

Win Right applies 
to all of us, all the 

time, every day. 

TRUSTED TO DELIVER EXCELLENCE

If we 

WIN 
RIGHT
we’ll remain 
Trusted 

to Deliver
Excellence.

We are an exceptional 
company with amazing 
products and services, 
inspirational 
people and 
brilliant, 
long-term 
prospects. 

It’s not about 
placing blame, it’s 

about working together 
to make this a stronger 
company and a better 

place to work. 

It’s important to set high 
standards for ourselves 
and our stakeholders and 
never tolerate behaviour 
that undermines our 
reputation.

Our strategy will enable 
us to win, but we must 
Win Right with our 
customers, suppliers, 
investors and, of course, 
each other.

We must 

THINK 
& ACT 
in the best interests  
of our company and 
each other. This means:

 issue s.

We must 

SPEAK 
UP & ASK
when we feel unsure, 
unclear or uncomfortable 
about something. 
We can talk to... 

Don’t walk past

Stills from the global ethics training film


